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ABSTRACT 
Discrete time domain data from aircraft short-period performance 
time-histories are used to solve for a fourth order open-loop standard 
configuration aircraft model. This model is suitable for use with 
the Rediess Model PI method^ ^* for the tuning of high order systems. 
The fourth order model is identified by equating S-Domain analytical 
expressions, obtained from the time-domain data and approximately 
specified eigenvalues, to the Laplace Transform of the model step 
response. The result is sixteen non-linear algebraic equations in ten 
unknowns, which are approximately solved using a pattern search technique. 
In the examples,considered, well-behaved models were obtained which 
compared favorably with actual aircraft data. The designer can specify 
initial eigenvalues within acceptable domains. The final values are 
varied implicitly due to the approximate nature of the solution. The 
final eigenvalues of the examples considered were found to be reason- 
able. 
*Numbers in brackets [ ] refer to references in the bibliography section. 
j 
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Symbol 
C* 
LN 
D* 
D* 
g 
k 
N_ 
N 
* 
H a 
q 
NOMENCLATURE 
Description Units 
Longitudinal Response Criteria g's 
Normalized C* 
Directional Response Criteria deg 
Derivative of D* deg/sec 
Normalized D* 
Acceleration Due to Gravity m/sec 
Ratio of "Commanded Roll Performance" to 
"Applicable Roll Performance Requirement" 
Distance Between C.G. and Pilot Station Along 
X axis m 
Rolling Acceleration Due to Roll Rate sec 
Rolling Acceleration Due to Yaw Rate sec 
Rolling Acceleration Due to Sideslip Angle sec 
Rolling Acceleration Due to Aileron Deflection sec 
Yawing Acceleration Due to Roll Rate sec 
Yawing Acceleration Due to Yaw Rate ,        sec 
Yawing Acceleration Due to Sideslip Angle      sec 
Yawing Acceleration Due to Aileron Deflection   sec 
Roll Rate, Angular Velocity of the Airplane 
About the X axis deg/sec 
Steady State Roll Rate deg/sec 
Normalized Roll Rate 
Pitch Rate, the Angular Velocity of the Airplane 
About the Y axis deg/sec 
-1 
-1 
-2 
-2 
-1 
-1 
-2 
-2 
-2- 
Symbol Description Units 
r
 o 
q      Crossover Dynamic Pressure n/m 
r      Yaw Rate, the Angular Velocity of the Airplane 
About the Z axis deg/sec 
Ve     Airplane Air Speed m/sec 
Ya     Lateral Flight Path Angular Velocity Due to 
Sideslip Angle sec 
Yfc     Lateral Flight Path Angular Velocity Due to 
Aileron Deflection sec" 
Yx     Lateral Flight Path Angular Velocity Due to 
-V Roll Angle sec 
Yyi,     Lateral Flight Path Angular Velocity Due to 
Yaw Angle ^ sec" 
oc     Angle of Attack deg 
^      Sideslip Angle deg 
fl      Steady State Sideslip deg 
^N     Normalized Sideslip 
An_    Incremental Lateral Load Factor at Pilot Station g's 
A 8 max  Maximum Slideslip Excursion at the Center of 
Gravity deg 
C      Aileron Deflection deg 
Y     Yaw Angle deg 
4>     Bank Angle deg 
& Pitch Angle deg 
-3- 
Section 1. Introduction 
A recent development in Control System Design Techniques of particular 
interest is the Model Performance Index Method (Model PI) developed by 
Rediess*- . The Model PI Technique provides a method by which a small 
number of parameters in a high order system can be adjusted to "approach" 
(in the Model PI sense) a known low order model having desirable perfor- 
mance characteristics. 
This work concentrates on the development of a low-order open-loop model 
which could be used with the Model PI technique to tune higher order 
aircraft control systems. This model depicts lateral aircraft dynamics 
and is arrived at by using time-history data to solve for stability 
derivative parameters in the model's plant equation. In the case of 
longitudinal dynamics, the C* response, where 
(1)
 £e" = kl Ie+ *2 ?e+ ^ ?e    (kl» k2' k3» are dimensional constants) 
(as well as the C* response) must fall within a corresponding time his- 
tory envelope, thus meeting an established test for longitudinal handling 
qualities'- ., 
Similar lateral handling quality criteria, and the corresponding time- 
history envelopes have been proposed1- .   ( 
- Sideslip response to aileron command input (yaw axis): 
-4- 
This criterion is based on the MIL-F-8785B^ ?  limitation on maximum 
sideslip excursion occuring during aileron step command input as ex- 
pressed in the form of limits of allowable A 8max/k. 
- The roll rate response to aileron command input (roll axis): 
This criterion was generated using the lateral equations of motion pre- 
sented in Appendix A with parameter selection in accordance with 
MIL-F-8785B'- ■* specifications as guidelines. 
- The D* criterion: 
This is a blend of sideslip angle and lateral force at the pilot station 
based on dynamic pressure. This criterion weights sideslip more heavily 
at the low flight speed conditions, conversely emphasizing lateral force 
at the pilot station at the higher flight speeds. Both parameters are 
equally weighted at the cross-over dynamic pressure. 
In addition to the normalized forms of sideslip (6N), roll rate (pN) 
and D* (D*ai) lateral criteria, their first derivatives with respect to 
time are also utilized in order to prevent the use of models which 
would meet the time - history envelope criteria while being undesirable. 
This added constraint arises as a result of similar concern over the 
compatibility of non-linear dynamics and higher order effects with the 
C* criterion. In this case, the C* rate of change response was found 
adequate in preventing unacceptable behavior. Consequently, a further 
set of constraints, namely that the6«, p« and D*N responses fall within 
their corresponding envelopes, is imposed on the aircraft in arriving at 
the model. _■_ 
v._. 
-5- 
From inspection of the plant equation (Appendix A, equation A-9.0-xxi), 
it is seen that the model to be developed is of the fourth order. 
Its solution form is that of a fourth order constant coefficient 
ordinary differential equation. Briefly, the solution form of the model 
with eigenvalues approximately specified: 
A       *Ait    Xot    Aqt.    XA* 
(2) yj(t) = Cjle   + Cj2e  + Cj3e   + Cj4e   + Cj5 
j = l,2, 3 
is fitted to a selected time-history within each of the lateral time 
history envelopes (PM»$U> D*U) using a least-squares error minimization 
method. The resulting response expressions are Laplace Transformed and 
used to solve for the values of the stability derivative parameters 
found in the model's plant equation and transfer function. In the S 
Domain: 
(3) X = (SI - A)"1 b/S - 
(4) Y = GX + h/S 
combining (3) and (4) 
(5) Y = (G (SI-A)"1 B + h)/S 
^     Finding the values of the parameters in A, b, G and h completes the 
definition of the model. The detailed methodology is covered in the 
next section. 
-6- 
Section 2 - Problem Statement 
In order to solve for the unknown parameters in the model's plant equa- 
tion* data from the time - history envelopes shall be used in the form 
of response time-histories. The first step is to establish time-histories 
within the time-history envelopes. This may be done by arbitrarily 
sketching a desired response curve. The input form from these time- 
histories consists of a table of discrete values uniformly spaced in 
time y.(t) where j= 1,2,3. Each table consists of three sets of values. 
Since the model to be used is of the fourth order, its solution must 
have the form expressed in (2): 
A Ai*     A ?t     Ao"t     A A^ 
(2) yj(t) = C.,.   ♦ C.2e   ♦ C.3e   ♦ Cj4e   + Cj5 
J = 1,2,3 
The eigenvaluesXi, Xo» A3, XA, are approximately specified to be 
within acceptable ranges. Initial guesses for the values of the 
eigenvalues are taken within the acceptable ranges. 
(6) Xj = 
X2 
A4 initial guesses 
Given the initial eigenvalues, the coefficients C.-j..., C-r are found 
by least-squares error fitting the form of the solution (2) to the 
input tabular data. 
-7- 
At the end of this procedure, we have coefficient values that correspond 
to the initial eigenvalue guesses, the values of these coefficients are 
now the initial guess values; thus in vector form: 
PN(t) 
(7) yj(t) = 0 (t) 
DN(t) 
-C,. Al(t) + £ 01 
Using a Pattern Search Technique (see Appendix B) the fitted time- 
histories y«|(t) can be made to further approach the input data yjCti.) 
by minimizing: 
(« (fyy - pjl(tk))2 
In this case both the C..'s and A's are adjusted to obtain optimized 
values. The A's are adjusted within the pre-determined allowable 
boundaries. 
Finally, the "best fit" of the input data is obtained 
r 
(9) J(t) = 
PN(t) 
6 (t) 
D*N(t) 
-C^(t) + C 
The two-step approach to arrive at (9) thus employs a "coarse" initial 
guess step followed by a "fine" or tuning step. The latter is an 
accurate procedure which requires significant computer time compared 
-8- 
to the former. The equations of motion of the fourth order open loop 
model are derived in detail in Appendix A, from which we select the 
plant equation: 
(10) x = Ax + b Sa (also equation A - 9.0 xxi) 
where P 
(11) x = 
r 
and WJ 
Lr h 0 
(12) A = 
% 
Nr N* 0 
• 0 -1 Y
* 
g/Ve 
1 0 0 0 
(also equation A - 9.Q xxii) 
(also equation A - 9.0 -xxiii) 
and 
L a 
(13) 5 = N a 
>  • 
Y a 
' «*' 
0 
(also equation A - 9.0 - xxv) 
1°J 
The output equation (normalized form): 
(14) yN(t) = GNX + hN$a        (also equation A - 11.0 - x) 
where 
-9- 
(15) GN = 
1/pss 0 
0    0 
0   0 
1/$ss 0 
131 
D* 
'32  u33 '34 
SS  D*SS D*SS D*SS 
(also equation A - 11.0 - xi) 
with 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
and 
(20) 
with 
(21) 
631 = 1NF 
6,o = IN. 
'32 
G33 = 
G34 = 
hN = 
IN* + Yf Ve + C3qco 
g 
o 
o 
. 
h3/D*SS 
(also equation A - 11.0 - xiii) 
h3 = b2l ♦ b3Ve 
Equations (10) and (14) define the dynamics of the model, wherein the 
parameters in (12), (13), (15) and (20) are the unknowns whose values 
are sought. 
The limitations of these equations, as developed in Appendix A, should 
be pointed out. 
* 
!
- 
It is assumed that: 
(22) The aircraft is a symmetric vehicle. 
(23) The aircraft is flying straight and level. 
-10- 
(24) The aircraft dynamic behavior is the result of small perturbations. 
(25) The earth is flat in the region near the aircraft. 
(26) Rotor gyroscopic effects are neglected. 
(27) Cross coupling terms, such as the derivatives of the symmetric 
forces and moments with respect to asymmetric motion variables 
are neglected. 
In order to solve for the unknowns in equations (10) and (14), equa- 
tions (9) - the data - and (14) - the model - are equated: 
(28) y(t) = yN(t) 
Taking the Laplace Transform of the LHS of equation (28) we have 
(29)2 [y(t)] = ?(S) = Biil 
D(S) 
where N(S) and D(S) are polynomials. Taking the Laplace Transform of 
equation (10), we have, 
(30) SX(S) = AX + b/S 
rearranging, 
(31) X(S) = (SI-Af^/S =$(S)b/S 
where 
(32)f(S) = (SI-A)"1 
Taking the Laplace Transform of the RHS of (28), we have 
(33) YN(S) = GNX + hN/S 
-11- 
Combining (33) and (31), we have 
(34) OS) = [GNf (S)b + hN]/S 
V . 
Equation (34) can be expressed in the following form: 
(35) YN(S) = ^i 
D(S) 
where N(S) and D(S) are polynomials. 
-Substituting (29) and (35) into (28), we have 
(36) N£S2 = N£S2 
D(S)  D(S) 
By equating coefficient expressions for equal powers of S, equation 
(36) yields 16 simultaneous non-linear algebraic equations in 10 un- 
knowns. Highlights of the derivation follow : 
Equation (29) can be expressed in the form 
(37)£[y(t)] = HS) = R(S) = 
D(S) 
Gll C12 C13 C14 C15 
C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 
C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 
1/(S-X^ 
i/(s-A2) 
i/(s-A3) 
l/(S-ty 
1,/s 
rearranging 
-12- 
(38) N.(S) = S4(Cjl *. Cj2 ♦ Cj3+ Cj4 ♦ Cj5) 
+ s3 C-c^Og +Xj +\4) - c^CA, +A3 +\) - c..^ +\ +\) 
"
Cj4(Al+A2 +V " Cj5(Al +\ +A3 +V* 
+ S2[CJ.1(X2A3 +\3\ +^V + Cj2(Al*3 +A3A4 +XlV 
Cj3(Al*2 +A2X4 +A1V + Cj4(AlA2 +V3 +AlV 
) CJJCX, X> +^3 +Xl\ +V4 +A3X4 + Al A 3)] 
+
 SMjiCtysV - cJ2(A,-^V - CJ3(V*ty 
"
Cj4(XlX2A3) " Cj5(\*2*3 +\W ^K +A1A2V] 
+
 [CjS^^V3 J = 1,2,3 
(39) ^.(S) = S4Nj4 + S3fij3 + S2Nj2 + SN^ + Nj0 j = 1,2,3 
where 
(40) Nj4 = C.} + Cj2 ♦ Cj3 + Cj4 ♦ Cj5 
(41) Nj3 = -C^2 +A3 +V " Cj2(Al+)|3 + V 'Cj3(Al +*2 +V 
■Cj4(Xl +^ +V 'Cj5(Al+A2 +A3 +V 
(42) Nj2 = C^CAgKj +A3A4 +A^4) + Cj2(\1X3 +A3A4 +A1A4) 
+Cj3(\1A2 +X2A4 +X^X4) + C^^Xj +^2X3 +A1X3) 
+CJ.5(X1X2 +A2^ +A1X3 +X1A4 +X2X4 +^3X4) 
(43) N^ = -cjl(X2k3\) -cj2(X1X3X4) -cj3(X1X2X4) 
"
Cj4^i^V "S*5^lV^3+\A3A4+A2A3^*+A1^V 
c—- 
(44)
 *SS * CJ5<\V*V 
1 > 
V-„ 
-13- 
and, similarly 
(45) D.(S) = S5D-5 + S4D-4 + S3D-3 + S^^ + S Dr JJ3 'J2 
where 
(46) Dj5 = 1 
(47) Dj4 = -(A] +A2 +^ +\) 
(48) Dj3 =^^2 +^2^ *^ +X,A4 +^4 ^ 
(49) Dj2 = -(X^^ +A]X3X4 +^2X3X4 +X1X2X4) 
(50> -Djl=A1A2X3A4 
Expressing (37) in terms of (38) and (45), we have 
N^SVD^S) 
(51)P* = 
D(S) 
N2(S)/D2(S) 
N3(S)/D3(S) 
1=1,2,3 
-i 
Equation 34 can be expressed in the form 
^(SVD^S) 
(52) Yn(S) 
where 
- N(S) . 
D(S) 
N2(S)/D2(S) 
N3(S)/D3(S) 
(53) N^S) = (cof11b] + cof21b2 + cof31b3)/pss 
(54) N2(S) = (cof13b1 + cof23b2 + cof33b3)/£ss 
(55) N3(S) = [(cof11G3j + cof12G32 + cof13G33+ cof^G^)^ 
+
 
(cof21G31 + C0f22G32 + cof23G33 + cof24G34)b2 
+ (cof31G31 + cof32G32 + cof33 ♦ cof34G34)b3 + h3]/D*s$ 
and 
(56) O^S) = D2(S) = D3(S) = D(S) 
-14- 
(57) D(S) = S5 ♦ D4S4 + D3S3 + ^2 + DjS 
where / 
(58) D4 = -Lp - Nr-Y< 
(59) D3 = N{ + NrLp - LrNp + Y$ (Lp + Nr)  , 
(60) D2 = Y^(LrNp - LpNr) -LpN^+ LpNp -(#^ 
(61) D, = -^LrN* - I^Nr) 
(62) cofn =S3 + S2 (-Nr-Yp) + S(Nr Y^+ N^ ) 
(63) cof12=S2(Np) + S(-Np Y?)) + N^g/Ve 
(64) cof13 = S(g/Ve - Np) - (g/Ve) Nr 
(65) cof14 = S2 + S(-Nr - Y^) + Nr Y*+ Hq 
(66) cof21 = S2(Lr) - S(Y^Lr + Lp) 
(67) cof£2 = S3 - S2(Lp + Y{) + S(tp Y^) - L^g/Ve 
(68) cof23 = -S2 + SLp + Lr g/Ve 
(69) cof24 = S(Lr) - Lr Yp - L^ 
(70) cof3] = S2L< + S(LrN? - L?Nr) 
(71) cof32 = S2(ty) + S(Lg Np - LpN^) 
(72) cof33 = S3 + S2(-Lp-Nr) + S(LpNr-LrNp) 
(73) cof34 = S(L^) + LrNp - L$Nr 
Substituting equations(37) through (73) into equation (36) and equating 
coefficient expressionsfor equal power of S, we obtain 
(74)^3 = 0^35 
(75) N12 = (b^-Nr-Yj) + b2Lr + b3L*)/pss 
(76) Nn = (b^NrY^ + N§) - b2(Y^Lr + L^) + b3(LrNf - L$Nr)/pss 
(77)D14 = D4 
-15- 
(78 
(79 
(80 
(81 
(82 
(83 
(84 
(85 
(86 
(87 
°13 = D3 
D12 = D2 
'
123 = b3/?ss       v 
N£2 = (-b2 - (Lp + Nr)b3)/£ ss 
N21 = ((g/Ve - Np)b1 + Lpb2 + (LpNr - LrNp) b3)/£ss 
N20 = ((-g/Ve) N^ + Lr (g/Ve) b2)/^ss 
fi34 - h3/D*ss 
A 
N3r= (blG31 + b2G32 + b3G33 + h3 D4)/D*ss 
fi32 = G^O^-Nr-Y^) +\ Lr + b3L? ) ♦ G32 (b}Np - b2(Lp + Y$ + 
b3N*y + G33 (-b2-b3(Lp ♦ Nr)) ♦ G34 b, ♦ h3 D3)   /D*ss 
(88) N31 = G^-b^Nr Y$ + Np ) - b£(Y? Lr + L$ ) + b3(LrN$ - Lg Nr)) 
+ G^-bjNpY^   + b2LpY^ + b3(Lp Np - LpN$ )) 
+ G33(b1(g/Ve-Np) + b£Lp + b3(LpNr-LrNp)) 
♦ G34(b1(-Nr-Yf ) ♦ b2Lr + b3L* ) ♦ h3D2) /D*ss 
(89) N3Q = G32(b1Ne g/Ve - b^p g/Ve) + G33 (-b^g/Ve) Nr + b2Lr g/Ve) 
+ G34 (bjfllrY. + ^ ) - b2(LrY^ +1^ ) + b^LrN^ - L^ Nr)) 
+h3Dl> /D*ss 
We thus have sixteen equations ((74) through (89), inclusive) and ten 
unknowns: 
(90) (Lp, Lr, L£ , Np, Nr, HQ , Y? , bp b2,b3) 
-16- 
Section 3 - Solution Methodology 
In order to solve equations (74) through (89) for unknowns (90) the 
following cost function is defined: 
(91) COST s£Cost 
k=l   K 
where 
(92) (1.) Cost1 = ((RHS equation (74)) - Re(LHS equation (74)))2 
(11) Cost2 = ((RHS equation (75)) - Re(LHS equation (75)))2 
(iii) Cost3 = ((RHS equation (76)) - Re(LHS equation (76)))2 
2 (xvi) Cost16 = ((RHS equation (89)) - Re(LHS equation (89))) 
It was found that Im (LHS equation (74)), Im (LHS equation (75)), ..., 
Im (LHS equation (89)) were very close to zero (lx 10  ), thus they 
are neglected. Using a Pattern Search Minimization Technique, the set 
(90) which approximates COST = 0 will be the solution set if the model 
time-histories generated with these values closely match the input data 
x '
m 
time-histories. 
The description of the Search Technique follows: 
The essence of the pattern search is the conjecture that any set of 
adjustments to the independent variables of a cost function, which have 
-17- 
been successful during early experiments, will be worth trying again. 
This concept was first introduced by Hooke and Jeeves'-". Thus the 
search starts cautiously with short exploratory excursions about the 
starting point; the magnitudes of the steps (the "progression" of the 
search) increase with repeated successes. Subsequent failures indicate 
that shorter steps are in order. If a change in the direction of the 
search pattern is required, the procedure starts again (from the point 
where a change of direction was needed) with a new pattern. In the 
vicinity of a peak or valley, the resolution of the search becomes 
finer, thus being able to discern any promising direction to follow. 
The search thus starts with an arbitrary point P\(x.-) 1=1, 10 (the 
coordinates of which are initial guesses for (90)). A step of size 
&1j is subsequently chosen for each independent variable x. i=l,...10. 
Letting A..- be a vector of dimension 10 (number of independent variables) 
whose i  component is £,. while the rest are zero, the valuesof COST 
(as defined in (91)) at P, and P, + A, are determined. P, andA-. 
define an "arrow" in 10  dimensional space, the Tatter being the 
"head" and the former the "tail". The motion of the arrow follows the 
■• '       • »  -  ■   ■   * 
progression of the search. If the value of COST for P, +Ai is better 
than that for P,, P-, +A, is called the temporary head t, ,, where the 
double subscript shows that we are developing the first pattern and that 
we have already perturbed the first variable x,. If P-, +A, is flot as 
good a point as Pp in other words COST (Pj)^. COST (P-j +2^), we try 
-18- 
instead COST (P1 - Aj). If this new point is better (i.e., COST (P] -Aj) 
<C0ST (pp), then P^ -A-j becomes the new temporary head t-j ^, other- 
wise t-| j = P^ (no improvement shown by either P-. + Aj or P^ - A|); 
that is,P, becomes the new temporary head. 
The next independent variable, x2>can now be perturbed, but this time 
about the temporary head t, -,. Generally speaking, the k temporary 
- 1 head t• J,-=-i is obtained from the preceding one as follows: 
<93> *j.k 'I 
k=l,...10 
tj.k-l + Ak  if COST (tJfM *\)<  COST (tjk.^ 
tj.k-v -ik  "COCTrtj,W-^k><BOT<lJ.M) 
tj M if COST (tj>H)< MIN (COSTCtj jj., +Ak» 
In (93) it was assumed that 
<
9
*>*1,0 = "P1 
furthermore, 
(95)t110 = P2 
And P2 is the new base point from which new perturbations will be 
performed on the independent variables. 
The original starting point,P,,and the new starting point (or temp- 
orary base), JL,together establish the first pattern of search. 
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Reasoning that if a similar set of perturbations was started at P«, the 
results are likely to be the same; therefore the local excursions about 
P« are by-passed, and a new temporary head is established as follows: 
(96) t2„ = P, +2(P2 - P,) = 2P-, - P, 
In other words, the length of the search vector between P, and P« is 
doubled, assuming the successful nature of the first set of perturba- 
tions. Local explorations are then carried out about t« Q using 
(93) with j = 2. Local recognizance is completed when all the 
variables have been perturbed (k=10). The last temporary head, t« in, 
establishes the new temporary head, t, «, after extrapolating. 
Recallinig P3 = t« IQ: 
<97> h,o ■ 2P3 
From t3 A, x-, is perturbed and assuming a successful perturbation, t* -. 
is reached ((93) with j = 3). x« is now ready to be perturbed. 
Suppose that the perturbation of x« about t3 , fails to produce any 
improvement over t, , (L , is still a better point) then 
(98) P4 = t3>2 = t3>, 
and the pattern will find a new direction, though still growing, fur- 
thermore, 
(99) t40 = 2P4 - P3 
Fpr the fourth pattern, imagine that none of the perturbations about the 
initial temporary head t- « improve the value of COST, namely 
COST (t4>0) > COST (P4) 
then - ■ -' 
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(ioo) p5 = t42 = i,fl = t40 
and the pattern will maintain its direction and length without any 
growth, thus 
(101) P5 - P4 = 2P4 - t3 - \ = P4 - P3 
Now suppose that none of the temporary heads, tfi n» *5 1 or *5 2' are any 
better than Pc 
then 
(102)P6 = P5 
The pattern is destroyed. Now Pg becomes the new initial temporary head, 
tg Q, about which perturbations are made. If these perturbations do not 
yield a better point, the steps A . are shortened and a new pattern is 
begun from the last successful starting point. 
Appendix B contains a flow chart of subroutine DIRECT, which uses the 
Pattern Search Technique to find the solution set (90). 
The solution set (90) is used to generate P», $ », and D*« time-histories 
which are plotted against the initial input data time-hi stories for com- 
parison. A close match serves to check the validity of the solution. 
Examples are presented in the next section. 
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Section 4 - Solution Examples 
Three different cases are considered in the following sequence: 
(a) - A trivial case corresponding to a USAF F4-E where all the 
answers are known a priori: In this example, the eigenvalue search 
step is by-passed; the input (known) eigenvalues are used in arriving 
at equation (9). The rest of the procedure remains unchanged: the 
Search Technique described in Section 3 is used to solve for the 
unknowns (90). These values are compared to the corresponding known 
values for the real airplane. 
This case is tried to insure no errors in algebra or procedure have been 
committed. 
(b) - A design case in which the same input time - history data is used 
as in example (a): The eigenvalue search step is used, consequently a 
different set of eigenvalues is employed in arriving at equation (9). 
In contrast to example (a), all the eigenvalues in equation (9) are 
constrained to have negative real components. 
(c) - A design case in which arbitrary time-histories chosen and used 
to develop a model as prescribed in.Section 3: The input roll rate data 
exhibits,an oscillatory trace, as compared to the monotonically increasing 
traces of examples (a) and (b). 
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Example (a) 
This example corresponds to a USAF F4E with the following parameters. 
Weight 
Altitude = 
Airspeed = 
pss    = 
?ss 
D*ss    = 
1 
17568.54 Kg 
13716 m 
634.3 m/sec 
4.888 
-.0158 
-206.0 
4.94 m 
-2.03 x 10"3 m3/N sec2 deg 
1co 16758 N/nT 
Values for the unknowns (90) are selected from reference [6] for a USAF 
F4E with the above flight parameters. 
(103) 
Lp = -1.036 
Lr = .2365 
L« = -.4700 
Np = .005972 
Nr = -.2228 
N; = 8.772 
Y
* 
= 
-.1328 
bl 
sr 4.991 
b2 
s ,1854 
b, = -.0007482 
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A 
Using (103), time-histories are generated which are used as the input 
data as depicted in Table 1. < 
TABLE 1 
Time (sec) 
Input Data, Example (a) 
D
*N 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -.007 
0.5 .402 1.117 .523 
1.0 .650 2.170 .002 
1.5 .796 1.216 -.514 
2.0 .876 .020 -.153 
2.5 .924 .492 .345 
3.0 .958 1.451 .127 
3.5 .981 1.100 -.324 
4.0 .989 .128 V -.214 
4.5 .993 .157 .184 
5.0 .999 .873 .158 
Using (103), the eigenvalues corresponding to the real airplane are 
obtained by substituting into (34):   ^ 
(104) 
A1 = -T.042 
Xz = .0017 
X3 = -.1754 + i 2.9622 
X4 = -.1754 - i 2.9622 
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K, 
^ 
Using (104), Initial guesses are made for values of (90) and used In the 
Pattern Search Method to arrive at final values for the unknowns. Table 
2 depicts comparative values for this example. 
Table 2: 
Comparative Values For Unknowns (90), Example (a) 
Initial 
Guess 
Final 
Value (Model) 
Actual 
F4E Value 
Lp -1.361 -1.036 -1.036 
Lr .3196 .2306 .2365 
Lf -6.494 -4.426 -4.700 
Np * .003032 .005978 .005972 
Nr -.3411 -.2228 -.2228 
N
* 
12.11 8.771 8.772 
Y
* 
-.2034 -.1332 -.1328 
bl 5.289 4.996 4.991 
b2 .4108 .1854 .1854 
b, -.001155 -.0007649 -.0007482 
In example (a) the final value of COST was .000039. Referring to 
figures 1, 2 and 3,we have in each 
- discrete input data from Table 1, denoted by the x's. 
- Time-history generated using (104) In the form of equation (2) where 
theXJI......Cjg coefficients were obtained from the input data and 
(104), as described in Section 2. This time-history is superimposed 
on the input data. The corresponding dY_.(t)/dt time-history is 
•■ •, J 
plotted. 
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> 
Time-history generated using the final values in Table 2. This 
time-history is also superimposed on the input data. The corres- 
ponding first time derivative time-history is also superimposed on 
the dY.(t)/dt time-history, 
j 
r 
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Example (b) 
This example represents a design problem. 
Given an aircraft with the following physical parameters (chosen tpfbe 
those of a USAF F4E): 
Weight  =  17569.54 Kg 
13716 m 
634.3 m/sec 
4.888 
-.0158 
-206.0 
4.94 m 
Altitude = 
Airspeed = 
pss    = 
fss 
D*ss 
1 
C- 
xo 
-2.03 x 10"3 m3/N sec2 deg 
16758 N/nT 
And the time history performance data tabulated in Table 1, find the 
corresponding values for (90). 
Note that in this case the same time - history data is used as in 
Example (a), although the final eigenvalues are not used as input. 
Following the procedure described in Section 3, initial eigenvalues to 
be used in equation (9) are developed. 
-30* 
Subsequently, initial guesses for the values of (90) are made, and the 
Pattern Search Technique is used to arrive at the final values for the 
unknowns (90). Table 3 summarizes results for this example by comparing 
eigenvalues. Table 4 compares values for the unknowns (90). 
TABLE 3: ' 
Eiqenval ues For Example (b) 
Xi 
Initial 
Value (Equation(9)) 
-1.369 
Final Value 
(Model)                     ^F4E 
-1.358         ^         -W042 
x2 -.0020 -.0034 /                   0.0017 
A3 -.1732 - i 2.9581 -.1466 - i 2.9711      -.1754 - i 2.9622 
x4 -.1732 + i 2.9581 -.1466 + i 2.9711      -.1754 + i 2.9622 
TABLE 4: 
Comparative Values For Unknowns (90), Example (b) 
Initial 
Guess 
Final 
Value (Model)      .                     F4E 
Lp -1.361 ... -1.358,                                -1.036 
-.2115\/                                .2364 Lr .3196 
4 -6.494 -2.763                                  -4.700 
Np .003032   x ~      .006492                                 .003972 
Nr -.3411 
0 . 
-.2732                                  -.2228 
N,- 12.11 8.843                                    8.772 
V -.2034 -.0227                                  -.1328 
bl ,5.289 5.816              —:                 4.991 
b2 .4108 .1857                                    .1854 
bo -.001155 -.000869                              -.0007482 
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In Example (b), the final value of COST was .0085. Referring to Figures 
4, 5 and 6, we have: 
- Discrete input data from Table 1, denoted by the x's 
- Time-history generated using initial values from Table 3, in the 
form of equation (2). This time-history is superimposed on the 
inpul data (denoted by Q in Figure 4). The corresponding 
A 
dY.(t)/dt time-history is plotted. 
«l 
- Tiuie-history generated using the final values in Table 4. This 
time-history is also superimposed on the input data (and is denoted 
by (D in Figure 4). The corresponding first time derivative 
time-history is also superimposed on the dY.(t)/dt time-history. 
J 
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Example (C) 
This example constitutes another design problem. 
vi 
Given an aircraft with the following physical parameters (chosen to be 
those of a USAF F4E): 
Weight  =  17569.54 Kg 
13716 m        '' 
634.3 m/sec 
4.888 
-.0158 
-206.0 
4.94 m 
Altitude = 
Airspeed = 
Pss    = 
?ss 
D*ss 
1 
C, -203 x 10'3 m3/N sec2 deg 
'CO 16758 N/nT 
And the time history performance data tabulated in Table 5, find the 
corresponding values for (90). 
"Y 
' " - ■ \ 
The time-history data in Table 5 was selected from arbitrarily "sketched" 
curves within the time-history envelopes. 
>o^ 
ftf 
■^ 
H) 
-36- 
^ 
"V 
~> 
TABLE 5: 
- 
Input Data. Example W. 
Time (sec) PN $N D*N 
0.0 .000 .000 .000 
0.5 .368 .800 
• 
.500 
1.0 .700 2.200 .100 
1.5 .750 1.000 -.100 
2.0 .770 .010 -.200 
2.5 .800 .300 .200 
3.0 .900 .900 .170 
3.5 .800 1.100 -.200 
4.0 .700 .010 -.100 
4.5 .800 .200 .200 
5.0 .900 .900 .300 
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Following the procedure described in Section 3, initial eigenvalues to 
be used in equation (9) are developed. 
Subsequently, initial guesses for the values of (90) are made, and the 
Pattern Search Technique is used to arrive at the final values for the 
unknowns (90). Table 6 summarizes results for this example by comparing 
eigenvalues. Table 7 compares values for the unknowns (90). 
TABLE 6: 
Eigenvalues For Example (c) 
Initial Value 
(Equation (9)) Final Value (Model) F4E 
Ai -1.369 -1.4271 -1.042 
X2 -.0020 .0058 .0017 
x3 7.1732 - i 2.9581 -.30634 - i 2.8897 -.1754 - i 2.9622 
X, -.1732 + i 2.9581 -.30634 + i 2.8897 -.1754 + i 2.9632 
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\ TABLE 7: 
Comparative Values For Unknowns (90), Example (c) 
Initial 
Guess Val 
Final 
ue (Model) x F4E 
Lp -1.361 -1.430 -1.036 
Lr .3196 .4931 .2364 
^ 
-6.494 3.616 -4.70 
Np .003032 
-.3*11 
-.004325 .003972 
Nr -.1176 -.2228 
N< 12.11 8.36 8.772 
Y
* 
-.2034 -.4867 -.1328 
bl 5*289 5.788 4.991 
b2 .4108 .1857 .1854 
b, -.001155 -.000869 -.0007482 
In example (c), the final value of COST was 2.004. Referring to figures 
7, 8 and 9, we have: 
- Discrete input data from Table 5, denoted by the x's. 
- Time-history generated in the form of equation (2). This time- 
history is superimposed on the input data (denoted by (T) in 
/v 
Figure 7). The corresponding dY.(t)/dt time-history is plotted. 
- Time-history generated using the final values in Table 7. This 
time-history is also superimposed on the input data (and is denoted 
by ® in Figure 7). The corresponding first time derivative 
A 
time-history is also superimposed on the dY.(t)/dt time-history. 
^5 
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6.0 Analysis and Conclusions 
In considering Example (a) it is noted that using the eigenvalues cor- 
responding to the solution yields the values of (90) which are very 
close to those of the aircraft, as seen in Table 2. Note that in 
this particular example the real aircraft has an eigenvalue with a 
positive real component. 
Attempts made to completely eliminate the requirement for "approx-//A 
imately specifying" the initial input eigenvalues, as described in 
Section 3, proved unsuccessful. The eigenvalues obtained by numerical 
fitting of the input time-history data proved to have unrealistic magni- 
tudes. 
As a result a range of "typical" eigenvalue magnitudes was obtained 
from the F4E data in reference [6]. From this data, one of the eigen- 
values is typically a very small positive real number. A negative real 
number range of the same relative magnitude was selected in this case 
to be used for input eigenvalue selection in the model design algorithm. 
With the input eigenvalues constrained to be within a specified domain, 
initial guess values within this domain are selected in example (b). As 
prescribed in Section 3, these values are used to arrived at the C's in 
equation (2) by a least-squares error fit of equation (2) to the input 
time-history data, yielding equation (7). At this point, Cj, CQT and AT 
are further adjusted in the least-squares error sense using the Pattern 
Search Technique discussed in Chapter 4. 
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The initial values of Table 3, which correspond to A in equation 9, 
remained unchanged from the corresponding AT- 
The fact that A. = A was not only observed in Example (b) but also 
in Example (c). 
This result is, however, not surprising as the sensitivity of eigenvalues 
to time-history deviations is the reason for having input eigenvalues 
approximately specified. The designer's initial eigenvalue guesses will 
thus remain as those to be used in equation (9). It is important to 
note that A in equation (9) does not represent the final eigenvalues of 
the model. The model's eigenvalues will be different because the value 
of COST (equation (91)) will not be zero at the.end of the pattern 
search algorithm. 
Although in solving for the unknowns (90) the eigenvalues are not 
perturbed as are the unknown variables, any final set (90) implies a 
set of eigenvalues different from those in equation (9) because of 
the approximate nature of the search algorithm. 
The overall accuracy of the final values of (90) in Example (b), 
Table 4, is best observed in Figures 4,5 and 6 where it is seen how 
well the model time-histories match the input data. 
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In examples (a) & (b), it was seen that the roll rate time-histories 
are monotonically increasing for these particular F4E flight conditions. 
In Example c, the roll rate input data is (arbitrarily) chosen to be 
oscillatory. 
Table 6 contains the initial guesses and final model eigenvalues for 
Example c. Note that \~  is positive and real, like the F4E. 
In Figure 7, it is seen that the rolIrate time-history of the model 
(curve(2))is monotonically increasing. This model time-history compares 
favorably to those in Example (a) and (b), the former corresponding to 
an F4E. In example (c), the model time-history does not track the os- 
cillating input data exactly; the model time-history "smooths" the 
input data. 
C  It is important to note that in all those examples the performance 
envelopes do not play a roll in arriving at the model; they are only 
provided as a reference or guideline in selecting input time-history 
data. The actual model is referenced entirely to the input data. 
Flexibility in eigenvalue selection is provided for as far as equation 
(9), the final form of the input data. As previously stated, beyond 
that point the final eigenvalues will vary inasmuch as the final solu- 
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tion form of (90) in only a "best solution". In all the cases con- 
side red, the accuracy of A in equation (9) provided well-behaved and 
reasonable models. 
Further flexibility of initial eigenvalue selection is provided by 
adjusting the values of A * in equation (7) and repeating the search 
procedure leading to equation (9) and subsequently the final values of 
(90). This is an option not found necessary in this work which would 
add to computer time. 
•>? 
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Conclusions: 
The techniques developed in this work provide for the synthesis of a 
fourth order open-loop aircraft model from arbitrary time-history input 
data. Lateral handling criteria time-history envelopes are used as 
guidelines in data selection. 
The resulting models, in all the instances considered, are well- 
behaved and compare favorably in performance with typical aircraft. 
The basic principle, that of matching matrix plant equation parameters 
to time-history data, depends for effectiveness on the numerical 
solution of non-linear algebraic equations. Consequently, the efficiency 
and accuracy of the numerical search algorithim is of paramount impor- 
tance. The Pattern Search Method utilized in this work has proven 
successful in arriving at the solution sought. 
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APPENDIX A* 
THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
A-l.O)  Using the notation utilized in reference *•  J, the following 
frames of reference are defined: 
A-l.l)   Earth-Surface Reference Frame. FE (Ocxcyc2P axes) see Figure 
1. In this frame of reference, O^z^ points towards the 
center of the earth, OcX^y^ is the local horizontal plane, 
°EXE P°*nts north and 0Vyc points east. Particular x^ and 
y~ coordinates are known as latitude (X) and longitude (X|) 
when Or lays on the equator and the Greenwich Meridian. 
A-1.2)   Earth-Center Reference Frame, F£C (OrrxcryFrzEC axes^ see 
Figure 1. In this frame 0EC is the center of the Earth, 
OppZcp points north along the axes of rotation of the Earth, 
and 0ECxECyEC is in the equatorial plane. 
A-1.3)   Vehicle-Carried Vertical Frame, Fv (OyXwVwZw axes) 
In this frame 0.. is usually attached at the vehicle's center 
of mass C, OyZw is directed along the gravity vector g, OyXw 
points to the north and 0wyv to the east. 
If the origins of F~ and Fy are near enough, the curvature of 
the Earth can be neglected and both frames can be considered 
to be parallel. When this criterion does not apply, both 
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FIGURE 1 
EARTH AXES. (X, M) = LATITUDE, LONGITUDE 
 -J#- -. ,         _:  
frames can be made parallel by a rotation -AA around OVyr 
— 
and a rotation AjU  around 0ErZpC where 
AX = X - X E 
with 
(X /M) = latitude and longitude of 0\» 
(Xg,^) = latitude and longitude of OV 
At this point, the reader Is reminded of the fact that Newton's 
second law, namely ' 
2 F * ml 
applies when the system of axes with respect to which a 1s de- 
termlned must have a constant orientation with respect to the 
stars and their origin must either be attached to the center 
of mass of the solar system or move with a constant velocity 
with respect to It; herein the definition of an Inertlal frame 
of reference. However, In most flight dynamics problems, a 
frame of reference attached to the Earth can be assumed to be 
Inertlal without Introducing appreciable error. 
A-1.4)  Atmosphere-Fixed Reference Frame. FA (OAX^.Z- axes) 
This frame Is centered In the local atmosphere near the flight 
vehicle. The atmosphere can also be In relative motion w.r.t. 
Fg, with a velocity W (constant on a local basis), there- 
fore, given the velocity of the flight vehicle w.r.t. F. to 
1>e V, the velocity of the flight vehicle w.r.t. FA to be V, 
the velocity of the flight vehicle w.r.t. F£ becomes 
i) VE = V + W 
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A-1.5)  Wind Axes. Fw (O^^y^ axes) See Figure 2 
The origin of this frame is fixed at the flight vehicle's 
mass center, C, and Ox is directed along the velocity 
vector V of the flight vehicle relative to the atmosphere. 
0 2 lays in the plane of symmetry of the vehicle, if one 
exists, otherwise is chosen to be along the gravity vector 
g. If the atmosphere were at rest w.r.t. F£ (W = 0), 0 
would trace the trajectory of the flight vehicle w.r.t. 
FE and Ox would always be tangent to it. The angular 
velocity of F Is W**, relative to an inertial frame of 
reference. 
A-1.6)   Body Axes, FR (Oxyz axes) See Figure 3 
This frame is centered at the mass center C, with the plane 
CXz being a plane of symmetry and z being downward. The 
angular velocity of Fp, relative to an inertial frame of 
reference isOJ and has components p (roll rate), q (pitch 
rate) and r (yaw rate) depicted in Figure 3. The velocity 
of the flight vehicle relative to FR is \L and has components 
u, v and w depicted also in Figure 3. 
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M - PITCHING MOMENT q 
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FIGURE 3 
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A-2.0)  It is often necessary to know the orientation of one parti- 
cular reference frame with respect to another. Of special 
interest are the transformations which rotate the vehicle- 
carried vertical frame, Fy into coincidence with either the 
body axes, Ffi or the wind axes, F... These transformations 
involve consecutive rotations about the axes, z , y and x , 
in that order that carry Fy into coincidence with Ffi or 
F^. Referring to Figures 4 and 5, we have: 
i) A rotation ^ about 0 z , carrying the axes 0 
x
v
y
v
z
v *° \*&zzz <°v22 be1n8» of course 0yzv) 
defines the azimuth angle, 
ii) A rotation0 about 0 v , carrying the axes 0 z« 
*2Z2 t0 °vx3y3z3* wherec9"is the elevation angle. 
u
v^2 ancl 0^3 coincide, 
iii) A rotation^ about Dx, carrying the axes Qvx3y3z3 
to their final position: the axes 0 xyz (or Qj^yj*J)» 
defines the bank angle,f . Ox, and 0 (or 0 x ) 
coincide. 
If the final axes are OjAXA^t *he rotation becomes jr w, 
0w>4w' respectively. 
■r- 
The ranges of the azimuth angle x  , the elevation angled 
and the bank anglef/are defined as follows (same definition 
applies to (^,>w and* ): 
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-5*- 
- <ftr/2) £ & £ <7T/2) 
or 
o ^ t £   fir 
-Arm* B   <z     tfrm 
o   * <p   £ z^r 
( ^,*.$) or (^w.ew,^w) are referred to as the 
Euler angles in the literature. 
A-2.1)  Just like the Euler angles previously defined carry Fw 
to Fp or Fw, it is also important to know the transfor- 
mation which carries FR to F  Referring again to Figure 
2, we have 
i) the angle of attach 
OLx = tan"1 (w/u)   Af^e ctx£.1T 
ii) the sideship angle 
f-sin-1 cv/im -<&£$ £*lr 
Recall that V has the components (u, v, w). Expressing 
the components of V in terms of  and   , we have: 
iii) u = IvIcosA cosotx 
v =  V sinfl 
w =  V cosft sinotx 
Therefore, to carry Fw into Ffi, the rotation (-6,rfx ,0) 
have to be effectuated. 
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A-2.2)  In order to transform a vector R from being referenced 
w.r.t. one reference frame F into reference w.r.t. another 
reference frame, F. the matrix containing the nine direction 
cosines L is utilized: 
"> "R. - h.a"' "b 
Being that R and R\ are the same vector, it follows that 
iii)|Ral2=1S/ 
<v) \\l2 = «„Tfib 
using A-2.2-i 
»> lRb!2 = "Rb T Rb - "R. T C "Lba Ra = Sa T "Ra = l"RJ * 
therefore 
vi) L   L = I, the orthogonality condition and 
"\   -  T  -  -1  - 
^
11>Lba =Lba  =Lab 
In light of the present discussion, we will now derive the 
transformation that carries Fy into Fp and Ffi in F, respec- 
tively. ^- - 
Referring to Figure 5-a, we have 
22 = 2v 
y2 = "
x
v sinV + yy cos^ 
x2 
s
 xy cos y + y2 sin^ 
\ 
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or In matrix form 
cosy   sinf 0 x
v 
x2 
vi n) -siny   cosY 0 
*v 
- H 
0      0 1 z
v 
z2 
*. 
Referring to Figure 5-b 
z3 = x2 s*n^ + z2 cos^ 
y3 = y2 
x3 = x2 cos® " z9  s*n ^ 
or in matrix form 
cos 0        0 
ix)  0      1 
sin 0        0 
— » 
-sin & x2 X3 
0 
*2 
s 
*3 
cos# 22 23 
*      a 
• 
Referring to Figure 5-C 
z = -y- sin*'.+ z, cosf 
y = y, cosi + z- sin^ 
x = x. 
or in matrix form 
1       0 
x) 0      cosf 
-sin^ 
sinf 
k cos 
w                 m 
x3 X 
*3 
SS y 
z3 z 
c 
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combining viii, 1x and x, we have 
xi) 
100' cos£ 0 -sin0 cos^ sin^ 0 \ X 
0   cos<b sinf 0       1 0 -sinf cos^ 0 yv: = y 
0 -sirw cosf sin$ 0 
•> 
cos0 0         0       1 
* 
A z 
expanding (xi), we have 
xii) 
where 
■BV 
xv        x 
yv - y 
xiii)    LBV = 
cosP  cos*f cose?  sinf            -sine? 
sini sin^cos^ sin^ sin Q sinjf    sinj> cos0 
-cos<p siny +cos0 cos^ 
cosep  sindcos^f* cosA sin0 sin^p    cosp cos& 
+sin^ sin^ -sini   cos^ L" 
Using ^>w, 0^ and Vpw we have L^ 
Now we seek to derive the transformation which carries F« 
into Fw, Lyg. Recalling that 1^ = LBW" = LBW , we can now 
find LBW by starting with R. and making rotations (-fl , oC, 0) 
successively. 
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Refering to Figures 2-b and 6-a, we have 
*2~ \ cos ("f * + yw s1n ("£ * 
= xw cos (6 ) - yw sin (A ) 
y2 = "*w s1n ("P + yw cos <"£* 
s
 \ sin ( ff ) - yw cos ( fi ) 
22 = 2w 
or in matrix form 
cos ft  -sin A 
xiv) sin 6 cos 
0 
? 
0 
<*             — 
*w x2 
0 yw s y2 
1 
- 
zw z2 
Referring to Figures 2-a and 6-b, we have 
x = x2 cosotx - 22 sin <fi>x 
y - y2 
z = x2 sin o6x   + ^^ cos *<-x 
or in matrix form 
xv ) 
cosoLj 
0 
sin oC, 
1 
0 
-sinctj 
0 
COSQC, 
x2 x 
y2   ~   y 
22 2 
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Combining (xiv) and (xv), we have 
cosflt       0     -sin°C cosft -sin& 0 
xvi)     0 10 sin A   cosfi  0 
sino^     0       cos$t: 
n 
0 
x 
y 
z 
J L    J 
Expanding (xvi) we obtain 
xvii)    L BW yw «■  y 
.
2wJ     [2 
where 
xvi 11) LBW = 
cosOCxcos^    -cosoLx   sinB      -sin «£ 
sin$ cos 6 0 
sin^(x cosft    ~sinotx   sirtfi        cos c*x 
therefore 
XI x)
 Hrc 
1 
UJ 
where 
xx)
 Sro = 
cos otx cosft 
-cos 
* x s1«f 
-sin^ 
sin^ sin oCx cosft 
cosfc -sin$Cxsin§ 
0
 cos ot v 
We are now able to transform between Fy, Ffi and F... 
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\ 
A-3.0)  At this point, we are ready to begin to develop the equations 
which relate the interaction of forces in the flight vehicle 
(external forces, that is, given Newton's third law), assuming 
a rigid vehicle. We have, in the wind axes 
*> ?w = Aw + m9w = icw 
where 
ID \,= 
with D = drag 
C = crosswind 
L = lift 
and 
f. = T  = thrust vector 
w  yw 
► *] »            * 
D Txw 
C + yw 
L 
.V 
- T flw = Kfg flv • 9v   [0» °» fl] 
using A-2.2-xiii withA, 6W and *pw 
gw=mg 
lii)   n gw=mg 
-sin© 
cose w     si 
cos 0 
nfw 
cos^w 
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/ 
a 
Combining ii and iii, we have 
1v) 
V 
'
Txw 
c + yw + mg 
L Tzw 
- sin 6, 
cose^ 
COS0.. 
w 
sin4>w 
COS ♦. 
= n a cw 
Now, a  is sought. The absolute acceleration of a point P 
moving in space (see Figure 7) is found to be 
& _ 
v) aD = aA+(A/r, 
• * 
P/A + <W Axyz +U"°rP/A*i(UrP/A 
where: 
a. 
.* • 
- acceleration of the origin of the moving frame Axyz 
UJrpM = acceleration due to the rotational acceleration of 
P/A 
Axyz 
= acceleration of P relative to the moving frame Axyz 
OJ(i>rp/A= centripedal acceleration 
— A 
2 0UTp/«= coriolis acceleration * 
Assuming that the earth's axis is fixed in inertial space, 
OU= o .aA is therefore the centripedal acceleration of the 
axis A xyz due to the rotation of the earth, which is approx- 
imately: .0335 m/sec . Therefore it is negligible compared to 
g = 9.81 m/sec at the equator and zero at the poles. The 
same argument holds true for the centripedal acceleration term, 
(LTofp/^ namely, it is usually negligible compared to g. There- 
fore, (v) becomes 
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^ 
FIGURE 7 
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v1)   ap = rp/fl + 2(«rp/A 
but fpy. is the velocity of the earth center of the vehicle 
relative to earth, V   therefore 
vii)   aCE = vj + 2Ctf   VJ r,E E 
*CW - K/E 5CE =% + *B -^> *W + 2tWE^I *! 
rJE nE 
E 
=
 *£+«*C-^>^ + 25gv| wE W 
viii) - V* + 9% + U^) V* 
We have 
ix) «g- 
m     m »             • 
V Wxw 
0 + Wyw 
0 
m       m K. 
from (A 1.4-1) 
x)(i5[5 = 
"*" 
xi)U}J} = <£ 
.*j 
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\ i 
Assuming that the atmosphere is at rest w. r.t. the Earth,, 
substituting ix, x and xi into viii, we have 
V 
x11> a™ = cw v <rw ♦ •£> 
i-v 0\, ♦ <) 
Therefore, combining xii and iv, 
(a) T - 0 - mg sin&w = mV 
xiii) (b)   T     - C + mg cos£w sin ^w = mV (rw + rj) 
(c)    T2W - L + mg cos0w cos ^w = mV (o^ + q£) 
Refering to Figure 8, we have 
Tw ~ UwB TB = LwB T 
cosdd, 
o 
si not, 
using A-2.2-XX, we have 
xlv) Tw = 
Txw 
Tyw 
Tzw 
T(cose(x cos6   coso<t   -   sin*(     cosfsinoO 
T(-cosW   sin^   cosof*   +   s<in^x   sin^sinoO 
iTC-sim^ cos*t -   cos«Cx   sine^) 
In the body axes we have 
xv>   ?BsAB + "5B = B,5cB 
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where 
**** 
X 
Y 
xvl)   gB = g 
and 
-sin& 
cosO  sirtf 
cos £ cos^ 
using A-2.2-xiii 
xvll)   icB = J|   + 
with 
<V*f> VE B 
xviii)    V* s 
v i Kl 
V + wy 
-
w
. 
-V 
x1x)Ufe = 
xx) 6% = 
p 
q 
r 
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Assuming that the atmosphere is at rest w.r.t. Earth, and 
substituting xviii, xix and xx into xvii, we have 
u ♦ (q + q^) w - (r + r|) v 
xxi) acB = v + (r + r|*) u - (p + pf) w 
w + (p + Pp) v - (q + qh  u 
xv becomes 
a) X - mg sin£ = m(fi + (q + q|)w - (r + r|)v) 
xxii) b) Y + mg cos0 sin^ = m(v +(r ♦ r|)u-(p + p|)w) 
c) Z + mg cos0 cos^ = m(w + (p + p|)v-(q + qg)u) 
^ 
In xxii and xiii, the terms pB, q„, rfi and fy, r.., 
respectively vanish when the rotation of the earth can be 
neglected. 
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A-4.0) In the previous section, we started with the fundamental 
equation, 
fc = m ic 
and the force equations of motion A-3.0-xx11 and A-3.0-v111 
for body and wind axes, respectively. In this section, we 
will start with the fundamental equation 
i) 6T = HT 
( where l 
G* = moment about C in F, 
H, = angular momentum about C in F. 
In the body axes, we have 
1i)
 
6B = LBI^I=V^fiB 
where 
111) 
iv) 
v) 
L 
6B = M 
N 
see figure 3 
and 
•    « 
H
x 
HB = Hy 
A 
with 
- i 
P 
*" 
q 
r 
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1i becomes 
a) L = Hx + qH2 
vi) b) M = Hy + rHx 
c) N = H2 + pHy 
- rH. 
-PHS 
The assumption 1s made that the flight vehicle in a rigid 
body, consequently, v becomes 
vi) M = 
L 
x       xy -Jzx P 0 -r q 'Jx xy 
xy    y 
-
Jyr q 
+ r 0 
-p xy Jy 
N 
~ zx " yz h r -q P 0 :'« •*n 
-I 
-I 
zx 
yz 
P 
q 
r 
a) L = Ixp - Iy2 (q2 - r2) - 1^ (r + pq) -Ixy (q - rp) 
- (Iy - Iz) qr 
vii) b) M = Iyq - Izx (r2 - p2) - Ixy (p + qr) - Iy2 (r -pq) 
- d2 - Ix) rp 
c) N = IJ - Ixy (p2 - q2) -Iy2 (q + rp) - I2X (p - qr) 
- <IX - Iy) pq 
Since Cxz is usually a plane of symmetry, in which case 
Iyw = Iv_ = 0, vii becomes 
a) L = Ixp - I2X (r + pq) - (Iy -I2)qr 
viii)  b) M = Iyq - I2X (r2 - p2) - d2-Ix) rp 
c) • N - I2f - I2X (P - qr) - (Ix - Iy) pq 
cs 
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A-5.0)  The 
1) 
angular velocities ft/" and (U of F and FR, respectively, 
#    W      D 
w.r.t. F are given by \lf , Q , <b (subscript w for Fw) 
(JU-UT =ij ♦ J3* + k2f 
Referring to figure 4, by inspection 
11)     1 = 
1 
0 
0 
t    jo = 4 
M 
P-sin © 1 
k? = cos #     slnf 
cos ©     cos<6 
we have 
Hi)    0)-$ = 
P 
Q 
R 
1 0 
0       cosfl) 
0     -sin© 
solving for (<|>   6   ^f) 
iv) 
r   * - 
r 
0 
= 
*» 
0       -sin 6 
cos©    cos& sinf 
-sin©    cosd sinf 
-1 
cos© sin^        \p 
•sine* 
cosd sina) 
P 
Q 
R 
or 
4> 1     sin^> tanP   cosf> tan0 
0     cos<p -sin 4 
0     sin A  seed   cosJ>  sec0 
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s 
but since 
=(M 
R 
and 
0; = 
p 
q 
r 
v) 
(1v) becomes 
'♦1 
M 
1 sinq)tan£)   cos<ptan£ 
0 cos(p -sin(j> 
I  0        sin&sec0    cos$sec0 
1 
'  "
LBV$ 
LJ 
For the wind axes, we nave(pw.0w»y?W'rW,c?W'VV and 
L^ instead of Lbv in (v). Clearly [P Q R]T = [p q r]T 
whenCU and OlT are negligible. 
The angular velocity of FR relative to F.. can be expressed as 
(see figure 2) 
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where t is a unit vector along Czw and j is a unit vector 
along Cy, therefore, transforming all the components of vi into 
Fw, we have 
VII)   1^ 
p Pw 0 
<t 
v 
q - % = 0 f + IWB 1 
r I   - .rw. 1 . J A 
** 
• • • X vm) 
rearranging and using A 2.2 xx 
Kw coso^ cosfi      sind 
>coso(x sinft      cosS 
-sinol 0 
si net   cosj 
-sinoCx s 
coso/ 
i p 
' 
"o " 
«"*x 
+ 0 
r 1 
I-   J »         a 
therefore 
p cosdL cos A + (q -«Cx)sin£+ r sin OL cosfi 
-p cost*.   Sin0 + (q -©OcosB- r sintf   sin£ 
a) pw = 
ix)     0)0^ = 
c) r,. = -p sin©*   + r cos^C  + 
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A-6.0)  Since FF and Fv have parallel axes whenUT andOu are E — ' V 
neglected, we have, using A-2.2-xiii 
i) 
r * i 
XE 
• 
*E vw 
fvl 0 
H 0 
*      * 
a)   xc = V cosPw cos <pw 
ii)   b)   yE = V cos0w sin^w 
-V sin9w c) zc = 
Similarly, using A-2.2-xiii 
iii) 
*E 
*E LBV 
u 
V 
w 
expanding 
y 
a) x£= (cos£ cos<J>)u +((sinA sind cos^)-(cosd) sin^))v 
+((cos^> sin0cosf ) 
iv)     b) y£= (cos£ sinf)u + ((sin^ sing sin^Mcos^ cos^P))v 
t ((cos^ sin0 sinf)-(sin^cos^))w 
c) ±c- ~(sinO)u + (sin(f cos & )v + (cos^ cos£-)w 
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A-7.0)   In sections A-1.0 thru A-6.0, inclusive, the force, moment 
and kinematic equations that apply to the airplane have been 
developed w.r.t. various reference frames, namely F^, Fg, Fy. 
Transformations that relate the reference frames in question 
were also developed. At this point, the aforementioned equa- 
tions will be collected to reflect the following assumptions: 
i) Rotation of the earth can be neglected 
i.e. ,(5 = 0 
ii) Curvature of the earth can be neglected 
i.e.,fl)f = 0 
iii) The C  plane (body axes) of the airplane is a plane 
of symmetry, 
iv) The airplane is a rigid body, 
v) The atmosphere is at rest w.r.t. earth (w=0). 
We have: 
*E u 
A-6.0-iii) h - LVB V 
/ \ 
w 
'h ~v* 
A-6.0-i) h " Hw 0 
h 0 
-   - 
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V 
a) pw = p coso^ cos ft + (q-o^) s1n£ + r sino^ cos^ 
A-5.0-1x) b)       ^ « q-c^ seed - p cos0^x tang - r sinCl^ tanfi 
c) A  = rw + p sin*x - r cosP^ 
a)
 tw   =Pw + <»ws1n^wtan^w+rwC0S^wtan^w 
A-5.0-V)    b) aw   = % cos^w " rw s1n^w 
c)
 <K   = <% s1nf w + rw cos^w> sec*w 
Without the subscript w, A-5.0-V applies to the body axes, 
a) L = Ixp - Izx{t + pq) - (Iy - I2)qr 
A-4.0-viii)b) M = Iyq - Izx(r2 - p2) - (Iz - Ix)rp 
c) N = Izf - I2X(p - qr) - (Ix - Iy)pq 
a) X - mg sin^ = m(ti + qw - rv) 
A-3.0-xxii)b) Y + mg cos£> sin<p = m((r + ru - pw) 
c) Z + mg cos0 cos<p = m(w + pv - qu) 
a)
 
Txw " D " mg s1n^w ~ mV 
A-3.0-xii)b) T^ - C + mg cos£w sin^w = mVrw 
c) T2W - L + mg cos^w cos^w = -m Vo^ 
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A-8.0)  The collection of equations presented in section A-7.0 are 
non-linear. A linearized model which is predicated upon 
small disturbances about a reference condition of steady 
symmetric recti-linear flight over a flat earth is utilized 
as follows: 
i) Denoting the steady state values by the subscript e 
and the changes from them by the prefix A» we have: 
v = v +Av 
p = pe + AP 
L = Lfi + A
L
  etc. 
ii) The steady state of the airplane is that of symmetric 
(no sideslip}/wings-level translation, which means 
that at most, the following state variables are 
non-zero. ^y 
V^xe'^we' iPwe/ 
iii) Since initial heading has no particular significance 
given the Flat-Earth approximation (A-7.0-ii), we 
select^ = 0. 
iv) Since the reference states for the state variables 
other than those mentioned in A-8.0-ii, above are zero, 
the prefix A is not needed, this pertains to the following 
P, q, r, Pw. %»  rw, u, v, w,fc, V ye, ze,T*,&^,^w. 
v) The stability axes, F~ are defined as a special set of 
body axes where V lies in the plane of symmetry C 
and Fs coincides with F.. in the reference condition, 
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but departs from Fw moving with Ffi during the distur- 
bance, 
vi) All perturbation quantities are small; their squares 
and products can be neglected. 
Furthermore: cos A = 1   sin A s Z^ 
vii) In view of A-8.0-v,o£ = VI- 0 and instead of 
dLw (angle of attack of the x axis), the angle of 
attack variable is chosen to be that of the zero lift 
line, usuallyoC. See figures 8 and 2-a 
The nomenclature hereinafter to be used for A., the angle of 
climb is o     , as indicated in figures 2-a and 8. 
In view of A-8.0-1 thru A-8.0-vii, we are now ready to 
linearize the equation of section A-7.0. 
Operating on A-6.0-iia we have 
*E » (Ve +AV) cos Cf%   +A^) cos f w 
* (V. + A V) (cos /. cosAjf- sin $T sinA^) 
x£ = (Ve +AV) cosYt -(Ve +AV) (*1nT, ) (A2f ) 
viii)   x£ = (Vfi +AV) cos ye - Ve sinY e ^ 
Also, from A-6.0-iv-b 
y£ = u(cos£ sin)p) + v(sind) sin£ sin^- cos^ cos^ ) 
+ w ((cos^ sin 9 sin ^ ) - (sin ^ cos "V )) 
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zftfW 
FIGURE 8 
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But u = V e 
therefore 
1x)   5rE = Vfi (cos Ye) f + v 
from A-6.0-ii-c, we have 
*E«-(ve ♦ A v)sin (ye + A Y$ 
* "(Ve + A VXsin ye cos A }£ ♦ cos J/   sin A >^) 
= "(Ve +AV)(sin Ye * A)£ cos ^Te) 
x)   zE * -Ve(sin/e + A Y^ cos ye)-A V sin)^ 
From A-5.0-ixb 
odsq-o^secft-p cosoC tanfl - r sirtft ta n^ 
From A-5.0-v-a 
• 
+ r cos ^  tan£ 
xi) 
<P = p + q sin^ tan£ 
= p + r tan £ 
but tand = tan 0 e since F- coincides with Fw duri 
the reference state, therefore 
& • p + r tan Ve 
From A-5.0-v-b        " 
*w 
=
 «w 
cos
 ^w ~ 
r
w
s1n<K 
ng 
f 
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xil)     J-q^ 
From A-5.0-v-c 
y = (q sin^ + r cosi ) sec£ 
= r sec & 
but since F~ coincides with Fy during the reference state 
xiii)   Vp= r secYe 
From A-4.0-viii-a, we have ? 
xiv)   A>- = lKP   - Izxf 
From A-4.0-viii-b, we have 
xv)   AM=Iyq 
From A-4.0-viii-c, we have 
xvi)   AN = IJ   - Izx6 
From A-3.0-xiii a and A-3.0-xiv, we have 
xvii)    A T cos oCt - Aot Te sin*C    - A D - mg cos Yj^,~ mV 
From A-2.1-iiib, A-3.0-viiib and A-3.0-xiv, we have 
xviii)    AY = mg cos)<& = m(5 ♦^r^V^ 
From A-3.0-xxiiic and A-3.0-xiv, we have 
xix) AT sinc*t + Apt Te coso^ + AL + mg sin YB&fe- "Vw 
Since the state variables (A*-, Av, q, Atf , x£ and z£) 
are known as longitudinal variables and the state variables 
(&t P» r, & **P» yE) as lateral variables, equations     ( 
A-8.0-vi1i thru A-8.0-xix inclusive can be classified as 
longitudinal equations and lateral equations, as follows, 
Longitudinal equations: 
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a) *£ = Ve cos Ye + Av cos Ye - Ve A^ sin^ 
b) i£ = -Ve s1nye -Av sinVe-A^Ve cosye 
c) # + k = q 
xx)   d) AM = Iyq 
e) AT coscLt - 4pC   Tft sinOCt -AD - mg A^cosv e 
= mV 
f) T sinOCt + Aot Tfi cosoCt   +   Al- + nigAiesinJ^ 
Lateral equations: 
a) y£ = Ve(cosYe)^+ v 
b) <f) - p - r tan c       =0 
c) V|>- r sec© = 0 
xxi) 
e) A N = I,f - I2xp 
f) AY + mg ^ cosYe = m( i + r) V€ 
The classification of the above equations arise from the 
fact that in the longitudinal equations only longitudinal 
variables appear explicitly and In the lateral equations 
only lateral variables appear explicitly. It is Important 
to point out that the longitudinal and lateral equations 
(xx and xxi above, respectively) are completely decoupled 
into two independent sets. 
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A-9.0)  Aerodynamic forces and moments are, in the strictest sense of 
the word, functions of the state variables, which in turn are 
functions of time. In other words, the aerodynamic forces 
and moments depend significantly on the time-histories of the 
state variables. 
/ 
One assumption of linear aerodynamic theory is that the 
aerodynamic forces and moments can be expressed as functions 
of the state variables and their derivatives. 
Using lift, L (t) as an example, we have 
i) L (t) = L (0*(f))  -ot^^^t 
which is an exact functional relation. But when oC(lf)  can 
be expressed as a convergent Taylor series around t, namely 
ii) Oiit)   = *(t) + (*-t) &(t) + 
(1/2) (<£> -t)2o£(t) + ..... 
then (ii) can be substituted in (i) thus, 
iii) L (t) = L (o£, £,&,...) 
where ,  ,  , ... are values at time t. Further series 
expansion of iii around  = 0 .yields 
iv) L(t) = # ■♦ (i/2) ^ <*, r......^ 
♦ (,/2) 1% (A*2 ♦ 
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SU '     ddt |o6si v) where -^— =  -^~ |    etc. 
Expressions such as (v) are known as stability or aero- 
dynamic derivatives. Most of the time only the first term 
is kept, though sometimes higher order terms are maintained 
for added accuracy. 
Recalling the assumptions A-8.0-ii, A-8.0-iii, and A-8.0-vii 
it is pointed out that in a truly symmetric, wings level 
flight configuration, Y; L, the rotating moment, N,A, p, 
r, G>, y*and y£ are zero. Therefore, the derivatives of 
the lateral forces and moments, Y, L, N, w.r.t. the longi- 
tudinal state variables AV,Apt, Al » q, x£ and z£ are 
zero. 
Further assumptions are made: 
vi) the derivatives of the longitudinal forces and 
moment D, L (lift^yT and M, w.r.t. the lateral 
state variables & , p, r, i ,y  and y- can be 
neglected, 
vii) All the derivatives w.r.t. the rates of change 
of the state variables can be neglected, except 
viii) The derivative 4-£ is negligibly small [9]. 
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c 
K. 
Applying the aforementioned assumptions, we can now write 
expression for the linear forces and moments: 
Longitudinal: 
«AL=^Ay J±A*  $£** ji. 
^ *E * Lc 
ix)   c)AK = ^Av«^»  JJ!*U J|.q 
d)AT=  JlAv   ♦    |jlA2E^Tc 
Lateral: 
a>
   
Y
 
=
 jjjff +   ^P P +    ^ r    + *Ye 
In equations (ix) and x) above, the quantities with the 
subscript c (AY , AL , AD , etc.) denote incremental 
W        W        %» 
forces and moments that result from the actuation of the 
control systems of the plane." It should also be pointed 
out that in equation Ix-b, L pertains to "lift" and in 
equation x-b L pertains to "Rolling moment". The ambi- 
guity will be resolved as long as it is remembered that 
"lift" is a longitudinal force and "rolling moment" a 
lateral moment. 
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Substituting equationsix and x above into equations A-8.0-xx 
and A-8.0-xxi, respectively and re-arranging, we have: 
Longitudinal equations: 
a) «V = (|l cose* t -|§) AV - (Te sin^t     +\a)AcL 
-mgcosye/\r+   (^£COs^t   -^)   A zft 
+ ATC   cosodt     -ADC 
b) - (mVe +^)i =   (|j sinoCt   +  |±) Av 
♦   (TecosoCt     +^)c<     ♦   ^-i»Ve) 
+ mg sinye^T+ (^ sin<<t + y£)Aze 
+At   sin*. *Al c t       c 
xi) 
«£ + Y   = q 
xE = Ve cos^e + cos^ A V - Ve sin Jf^ & 
iE = -ve sinye - sinye AV - ve coSye 
Lateral equations: 
a 
b 
c 
xii)   d 
^
Ve = ?ft+ Sp   P + <Q "m V r + mg C0^e4+AY 
f= p + r tanVe 
t=rsec^ 
ye = ve (cosire)f + v 
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Rearranging xii, we have 
♦$i{ ♦£}?* <¥*£>*> 
x1«)   b)   r-(li,^*^|«)p*(lic}t»1jjM) 
d)   <£ = p + r tanY 
where   £ - OxIx - I*, VI, 
>X -  <Vz   -   4  ^X 
4< - w^Vx-ix > 
Referring to equationsA-2.1-iii'b, A-5.0-ix-c,, A-3.0-xii-^> arid 
A-9.0-x-a we have { 
Y + mg cos& sin^ = m (V(cosft )A + ru - pw) 
xiv)     Y = -mg cos0 sin(^ + m (V cos A (r   + p sino£x - 
r cos^O - ru-pw) 
^Y Sr— = mV cosAsinol     -w 
or applying the foregoing assumptions 
^v 
xv)     ^I-riv^ 
Similarly, from xiv) 
iv jf = m (V cos ft (" cos^x) + u) 
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but 
u = V cosoC cos t 
therefore 
XVI)  ^*=. 
from xv and vvi, xiii-c becomes 
xvi dY i) \ = jj- ((mVe<^) p + (-mVe)r *jl   + mgCcos^)^ + AYc) 
Rearranging xiii a, b, d and xvli in matrix form, with the 
i    i 
assumption that the body axes are principal axes (I -I, I -I. 
and I  =0), we have: 
• • • V xvm) 
• 
p 1 3L      1 >L 1   >L             n ; 
• 
r 
• 
1   ^N        1   >N 
i2 5P    I2 ^ 
r 
• 
06        -i ^          (g/Ve)cos Ye 
0                     0 
« 
1         Tan/g 
* 
where: 
LI    -   ^ 
*ji*    *• 
Nia=    r 
AYc 
N
*a 
Yia 
0 
mV 
Equation xviii can always be applied, since it is always pos- 
sible to make a choice of body axes so that they are principal 
axes. 
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Since the equilibrium state assumes symmetric wing level flight, 
ve- Ot  therefore, xviii becomes 
xix) 
li] 
NP 
1 
Nr 
-1 
1 
Yf 
0 
g/Ve 
0 4 
where 
JL.    J   L 
ta 
N la 
Yfc 
b)
 VT;*P • ur-rzjT ; N -rzT? 
O YA    = ->Y 
Equation (xix) can be expressed in the plant form 
*/ 
xxi)  x = A x + b S 
with 
xxii) x 
/ 
xxiii) A » 
4 
a 
LP Lr * 
0 
V V N< 0 
<* -1 Y? g 
1 0 0 0 
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xxiv) X =1 
4 
xxv) b = 
Nia 
1° J 
P 
«*
b4 
xxvi) d_ = step input at ailerons (radians) 
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A-10.0   In the same manner as equation A-9.0-X, we can write 
where AL , AN ,/W denote incremental forces and moments 
that result from the actuation of the aircraft controls (rudder 
and aileron for this particular lateral case). Assuming a 
"rudder free" condition, we can write 
ii)   b) AN = lS i c Tf*.   a 
where 
111)  «&&] - K/s ■ $a 
and S = Laplace operator 
K. = step size 
for level flight ae = 0, therefore 
iv) W  - Jpdt 
and 
also, as shown in section A-9.0 
vi)  ^=1.0 
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vii)    J- = o* =   very small = 0 
Ay 
viii)  j|=B/Ve'=0 V>>0 
ix)   furthermore, it can be shown that<»- = 0 *-    J 
substituting equation ii and iv thru xiii, inclusive into i-c, 
we obtain 
x)   r = -f+^+^j"p« 
substituting equation ii and iv thru x inclusive into i-a 
and i-b and rearranging, we obtain 
F-4 data indicates that 
xii 
IN) p 
[10]. 
and 
letting 
xv)  d)nr=^+^ 
> 
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xv)  »>nJa=$L 
Substituting xv into xi and xii and using xiii and xiv, we 
have 
xvi)  p-lpP=l^+1ia$a 
xvii) f nr ^ + n^ = -npp - n^ -nsja 
taking the Laplace transform of xvi and xvii 
xviii) (S-lp) p = lf{ + lSaJa ; 
xix)  (S2-nrS ♦ n^){ = -np p" -i^-i*,^ 
Now, we will proceed to normalize equations (xviii) and (xix). 
Dividing the former by-1 and the latter by np, we obtain 
respectively 
(-^ + 1) p = (- £■)*  +(-Jfe.)J 
•P V     ]p   a 
.2  n„ n 
(^ E- S + 1)5 = (^-B) p + (^)^ + (^2^) i vn* n&   °      "\      K tyJ  H  v n^T    "f   a 
arbitrarily settling nJ, = 0, we have 
Substituting for 0 in the first of the above, we have 
ln e2 - "»» c2 - "- !P p
     s_-_r s + 1     *-  -J s + 1 nf  n^ nf  n< 
rearranging 
p_'sV^nr5^a^ + V ^a 
Ta s3 + s2 (nr + lp) s (n^ + nflp) + (lp n^ - 1? np) 
■!> 
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therefore, the gain is 
s^K   *P nt ■ ^ np 
the amplitude normalization factor (final value of the output, 
or steady state) for pis 
;
  
pss  lp n^ - 1? np 
Similarly, the amplitude normalization factor (final value of 
the output or steady state) for  is     A 
Using xx and xxi in xviii and xix we obtain respectively 
xx11) (V + l)Pn = X,^n + (l-X,)Aa 
XX111) (£- ♦ 22s ♦ 1)  „ = X2 p„ ♦ (1 - X2)  + X3^„ 
W
«
2
                 
WA 0              0 
where 
V " P/pss 
fn ■ f'fes 
2a = Sa/K1 
*n T/pss 
t„ = l/-lp time constant, roll axis o r
Jo   = "nr^ (S^""J)   damping ratio, roll axis 
w.   = \fnj-   undampened frequency, roll axis 
xl   - t"1?Pss>'Vss 
X3 = (-^Pss)/(np^s) 
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The Pn/jJ- and &/Ja transfer functions are easily obtained 
from xxll and xxiii 
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A-11.0  The D* Criterion. 
As indicated in reference *• ■* 
where 
1) D* =4nyp + K3 
1i) An  = incremental lateral load factor at pilot station 
6 = sideslip angle 
K3 = C3qco sidesllP 9aln constant 
C- = dimensional constant 
q 0 = cross-over dynamic pressure 
Equation (ii) can be expressed as 
# 
Ml) "»m " * 1 +fV„ + rV yp      \ e   e 
1 = distance between pilot station and e.g. 
substituting (iii) and (i) with A-9.0-xix, we obtain 
iv)   D* = (lNp +o^Ve) p + (lNr) r + (1N£ + Y^ Ve + C3qC()) A 
+ gd) + M^l + Y^Ve 
the output vector y is 
P 
v)   y = 
and 
vi)  y = G x + hja 
where 
vii) x = 
r 
1 
equation A-9.p-xxiv 
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10 0 0 
viii)   G =   0 0 1 0 
(lNp+ Ve)    (lNr+Ve)    ON(+YjVe+C3qco) (g) 
Equation viii is arrived at by inspection from (iv), (v), 
(vi) and (vii). 
U 
h = 
1 
USa HY$a Ve 
0 
0 ] from A-9.0-xxiv 
b2l+b3V 
\ 
With D*  available (as well asP  and Bcc) equation vi can 55 55 55 
be expressed in normalized form thus 
x) yN = 6N x + hN£ft 
where 
xi) 
*N = 
P/, pss 
iTVss 
xii)     6N = 
1/ pss 
(lNp+   Ve) 
"F ss 
xiii)    hN = 
o i/fss 0 
(INr-Ve)    (l^+Y^Ve+C3qC0)    (g) 
"D* ss "F ss ss J 
0 
0 
b2 1 + b3 Ve 
"D* ss 
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D*  is found in reference [10] with the aid of reference [4]. 
In the former, the data available is of the form 
• %  n*  ? ^V  D*   D* 
3    ss  3 
therefore 
xv)  D*SS = K3K 
where K = ratio of "commanded roll performance" to "applicable 
roll performance requirement" = ( 9 (t) It =y ) commanded 
( <J> (t) It =f  ) requirement 
as defined in 3.3.4 or 3.3.4.1 of reference [5]. 
6 
The reader should note the D*  is NOT a steady state value of D* 
but a desired (or selected) constant of reference. 
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APPENDIX B 
"Flow Chart of the Search Method" 
The search method is embodied in the subroutine DIRECT, shown in the 
ensuing flow chart. 
The notation used in the search method is identified in terms of the 
pertinent state variables and constants. 
i) XVEC: a vector containing the state variable of equation (90) 
XVEC (1) = Lp 
XVEC (2) = Lr 
XVEC (3) = L$ 
XVEC (4) = Np 
XVEC (5) = Nr 
XVEC (6) = N£ 
XVEC (7) = ^ 
XVEC (8) = b, 
XVEC (9) = b£ 
XVEC (10) = b3 
J 
ii) STEP: the perturbation quantity fc 
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iii) COST: current values of the objective function as well as 
final value attained 
iv) c: a vector containing C and Co of equation(0) 
v) EIGEN: a vector containing the eigenvalues A of equation (9) 
vi) VO: a constant = Ve 
vii) XL: a constant'= 1 
viii) PSS: p  normalization factor for roll fate, a constant 
ix) BETASS: (bss normalization factor for sideslip angle, a constant 
x) DSTARSS = D*ss normalization factor for D*, a constant 
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C START ) 
DIRECT 
\  INPUT: NP. XVEC. STEP. NPASS  7 
\  MAXIT.IOUTP.IO.C.EIGEN.  / 
\    V*L-c»'WIWfl».P»    / 
CALL BOUNDS (XVEC, 
IOUT.NP) 
BOUNDS: CHECK FOR BOUNDARY 
VIOLATION 
CALL FUNCT (XVEC. C. EIOEN) 
COST. Cj, qeo. X|. V^, p^ ^,, D* ■) 
| COLD-COST] 
FUNCT: CALCULATES COST USING 
FOR GIVEN XVEC 
-10lt- 
G> 
aKU-XVEC(L) 
B2{L>-XVEC(L) 
B3(L)-XVEC(L) 
| STEP (L)» STEP (L)» (10) | 
i^l 
-105^ 
»j n-11+1 j—»/y^ 
\ 
OUTPUT: XVEC (12) 
•XVEC(I2)- 7 
12-1241 
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^ 
,-L, I   NIMP-0 
I    XVEC(I3}-B3(I3J + STEP(«J)    I T 
CALL BOUNDS (XVEC 
KHTT.NP) 
\OUTPUT: NUMIT.    / 
\ COST.-NO / 
\   CONVERGENCE"  / 
OUTPUT: NUMIT. COST 
•FUNCT. EVALSOFAft*. 
•MINVALOFC05T*. 
I 
OUTPUT: 13. XVEC 
E 
CALL ITCHECK (10 
NUMIT, MAXIT. ABODE) 
-10?- 
> 1»|    B3(I3)*XVEC(I3)   | 
| STEP (13)»-STEP (13) 
«2^M^\y 
-^   I 
* 
-108- 
1 
I    MPRT"NCTRAN + 1     | 
■0.09- 
*110~ 
I   AM-1.0   I 
3_ 
©zi. 
r »-i 
\    OUTPUT: it, B2 (19)    / 
B3 (16) -B2 (16) ♦ AM (B2((6) -B1 (16) 
I 
|    XVECQ6)-83(16) 
AM«AM-(.D 
CALL BOUNDS 
J-1 
XVEC(J)«B2(J) 
CALLRJNCT 
\   OUTPUT: XVEC    / 
-111- 
I WCTRANVTI 
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